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Considerable research has studied online communication
for older adults. For some seniors, age-related disability
presents barriers to using computers and going online. For
others, lack of experience or lack of interest deters them
from keeping in touch using modern communication
platforms such as social media sites. Physical
communication artifacts, such as printed photos, support
important forms of offline communication for older adults,
and we examine how physical photos can be augmented
to facilitate lightweight online social communication. This
approach embeds online messaging into a familiar and
culturally-relevant artifact, physical photos. This paper
presents Portrait Pigeon, a ubiquitous lightweight
messaging platform for seniors that integrates in-home
photo displays into online communication.
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Introduction
Age-related disability and chronic health conditions make
it more difficult for older adults to use computers and go
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online [7]. For some older adults, lack of interest or
relevance may deter them from staying in touch
online [8, 11]. Embedding online interaction in everyday
artifacts is a rich area for ubiquitous computing design.
This approach stands to support older users who are less
familiar with going online while integrating online
communication into one’s daily routines and living
environment. Our work builds on prior research of older
adults’ values around storing and revisiting non-digital
photographs [9]. Portrait Pigeon allows older adults to
interact with physical walls of photos through
gesture-based input and, based on relative body
movements in front of the photo wall, sends lightweight
online messages to the people in the physical photos.
Prior work examines the social practices of viewing and
sharing physical photographs [4, 9]. Augmenting photo
frames is a common approach to designing social
experiences for older adults (e.g., [1, 6]). We extend this
idea to include walls of physical photos, which leverage
the semi-permanent nature of these photo displays [9].
Portrait Pigeon integrates static physical photos with
dynamic online interaction through a flexible and
customizable gesture-based interface, enabling a new form
of lightweight communication for older adults [5].
Transforming static walls, tables, and objects into
interactive surfaces is often accomplished through the use
of a depth camera (e.g., [2, 10]), and we apply this
technique to photo displays on physical walls. Through
the design and development of Portrait Pigeon, we
examine: 1) how to tailor whole-body, gesture interactions
to older adults with various disabilities, 2) flexible linking
of different modes of lightweight messaging (e.g., e-mail,
voice, social media), and 3) various feedback mechanisms.
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Portrait Pigeon
Portrait Pigeon uses a Microsoft Kinect, the
SimpleOpenNI library, and Processing for interacting with
physical photos. The Kinect is positioned on the same
wall as the photos, facing the user (Figure 1).
Implementation
We chose to use SimpleOpenNI (which is built on top of
the open source OpenNI library maintained by
PrimeSense) in combination with Processing due to its
cross-platform compatibility. It also presents a more
lightweight approach than Microsoft’s Kinect libraries,
which are written in C# and rely heavily on the Visual
Studio runtime. We implemented two types of messaging
- email and twitter. For email communication, the
functionality was built mainly on top of Java’s built-in
mail package (javax.mail), whereas for Twitter we
extended the third-party twitter4j’s Java library.
To present visual feedback to the user, we created a
second applet in our Processing sketch to project a
full-screen overlay onto the photo wall using the Pico
Projector. The position of each hand (x and y
coordinates) was tracked by the Kinect’s depth camera
and used to determine active quadrants (a combination of
{top, bottom}, {left, right}). Those quadrants were then
highlighted on the projected overlay. Different colors
corresponded to different hands. An audio signal played
through the laptop speakers when a message sent action
was triggered to notify the user their intended action had
been completed.
Customizing body-based interaction for older adults
Gestures are detected as relative movements targeted
towards quadrants of the photo wall by calculating arm
movement relative to the user’s torso. For example, if a
picture is in the top left quadrant, a gesture is recognized
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when a hand (right or left) is placed above and to the left
of their torso. The relative positioning and recognition of
gestures can be customized to an individual’s physical
abilities. For example, target selection is initially based on
hand position relative to the hip or waist for standing
individuals, but for people with more limited range of
motion or who use a wheelchair, selection can be based on
hand movement relative to the torso or shoulder. This
customization is particularly important for older adults
who have highly diverse physical abilities and could be
tailored specifically to users in wheelchairs [3].

twitter: @johndoe
email: johndoe@johndoe.com
Figure 1: The user can toggle between different platforms
such as posting a tweet or sending an e-mail message. Upon
target placement, the message is sent.

Flexible integration of lightweight messaging
Portrait Pigeon can be configured to send various
predefined text-based e-mail messages, Twitter posts, or
voice-recorded messages, which can be sent as an e-mail
attachment. As a proof-of-concept, we have explored
pre-set e-mail messages (e.g., “I am thinking of you.”)
which are sent to the person in the photo when a user
gestures towards that person’s picture on the wall. Our
initial focus has been on sending lightweight messages
through e-mail given it’s pervasiveness with older adults
[11] but also because accessing and using graphical e-mail
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accounts can become increasingly difficult for older adults
with low vision or mobility impairments, providing a new
way of maintaining e-mail communication. Portrait
Pigeon may also benefit older adults with cognitive
disabilities, because it draws on the social practice of
acknowledging someone with gesture (e.g. a wave hello)
and initiates communication with them online (e.g.
sending an email message) without the need for logging in
or managing an online e-mail account. The assignment of
message type and content is flexible and enables
integration of multiple messaging platforms (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, text messaging), although this
currently needs to be set up and configured by a caregiver.
Exploring feedback mechanisms
It is important to notify older adults that a message was
successfully sent and to help users avoid accidental
activation. Our current system uses audio (i.e., a chime)
to inform the user that an e-mail message has been sent.
We are improving our prototype to include visual feedback
projected onto the wall using a short-throw projector
(e.g., [10]), and this multimodal visual-auditory feedback
will be important for older adults with hearing loss but
could also provide subtle ambient cues when a user is in
range of the interactive photo wall. Additionally, we are
exploring the use of visual cues to guide users to
successful selection of a photo on a wall, which will be
important to prototype and test with photo walls that
include multiple, small targets. Real-time visual feedback
when selecting among multiple small targets is particularly
important given the use of relative body positioning,
whereas absolute positioning (i.e., reaching to touch
directly on a photo) may have greater precision for some
users but be too difficult for others with physical
disabilities who cannot reach the wall.
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Pilot Testing with Older Adults
As part of our broader research, we have conducted field
observations in local retirement communities over the past
year, and the idea for Portrait Pigeon emerged from this
extensive qualitative research. In these communities, we
observe numerous instances of photo displays that could
be augmented and connected online to enable lightweight
messaging. Beyond photo walls in an individual’s room,
communities display walls of photos of staff members,
mailboxes with residents’ names, and bulletin boards with
photos from recent events. To test the initial concept of
Portrait Pigeon, we installed our system in one drop-in
computer room at an assisted living community. We
instrumented a wall of photos of community staff as a way
to send “Thank You” messages to staff members. Three
researchers observed casual use of the photo wall by older
adults and other staff in the computer room. Several older
adults were hesitant to use Portrait Pigeon fearing it may
take too much time or that they didn’t have a message to
send to the staff in the photos. Others successfully sent
messages to staff using the system. Although this feature
was not yet enabled, one user expected to be able to
record and send an audio message, as he gestured toward
a message recipient and began speaking his message after
the ‘message sent’ chime played. Across these users we
noted issues of Kinect placement, range of motion
limitations, and challenges with wheelchair use that will
inform future iterations of this prototype.

Conclusion and Future Work
Portrait Pigeon supports lightweight communication with
family and friends through physical photo displays,
lowering the barrier of entry for older adults who have
difficulty using computers or are not familiar accessing the
internet. This approach has the potential to integrate
older adults into online communication platforms (e.g.
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Facebook, Twitter) in a way that leverages their existing
practices and experiences with physical photos. Given the
wide range in abilities and communication needs of older
adults, we highlight the need for further exploration of
customized body-based input, integration with a variety of
messaging platforms, and multimodal feedback. In the
future we will expand the system to incorporate reciprocal
communication where people tagged in the portraits can
send messages to the physical photo wall (i.e., a projected
speech bubble appears by the frame).
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